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Context 
Programming environments feature code completion systems: recommendation systems that 

guess the next word a developer is trying to type. Such recommendation systems can be based on 
heuristics taken from user knowledge such as developer experience or framework knowledge, and 
from static code analyses.  A good match for code completion recommendation systems are also 
natural language models, NLP,  and markov chains. Such statistical models can be extracted 
automatically using source code as datasets. 

Objectives
The objective of this internship is to use machine learning model such Byte Pair Encoding 

Tokenization and 

Use and improve the first implementation of Byte Pair Encoding https://github.com/Ducasse/
BytePairEncoder

To be usable in an IDE, the code completion model needs to satisfy the following constraints: 

- compact in memory 

- incremental: as the user types new methods and classes the model should learn 

- fast: to train and to use 

A secondary objective is to make such models modular : libraries should provide pre-trained 
models downloadable with the given library. In such a way, the system should be quickly set-up to 
autocomplete in the presence of dynamically loaded code. 

The student will 

- study the Byte Pair Encoding implementation 

- improve the implementation to be less naive

- will perform experiences to support ecompletion in Pharo

- extend the completion framework of Pharo to use BPE

The project can be followed by a M2 master internship and more. 

http://rmod.lille.inria.fr/


   
   Ressources

https://youtu.be/HEikzVL-lZU

http://www.pharo.org

http://books.pharo.org

Pharo by example, Pharo with Style

https://github.com/pharo-ai/NgramModel

https://github.com/Ducasse/BytePairEncoder
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